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SCADA, IIoT, Mobility, Analytics, and 
Reporting all Rolled Into One

www.tinboxsoftware.com



Improved data accuracy, analytics, and availability means you can
enhance responsiveness while reducing costs and errors

WellTrak™ for Oil and Gas integrates seamlessly into your existing SCADA host to communicate directly to 
your flow computer devices for actionable business intelligence and measurement data.
 
Our Integrated, Standardized Software Platform will:
 

op�mize

results

increase

efficiency

reduce

costs

 

FACING DOWN CHALLENGES
The Oil & Gas industry faces many new challenges 
with  rising  global  demand,  volatile  prices,  
regulatory  compliance,  and  environmental  
regulations. With manual, paper based processes 
in place, it is difficult to know exactly what your 
bottom line is when you require access to real-
time data at the well... "Your Cash Register".

CREATING SOLUTIONS THROUGH DATA
WellTrak™ can automate your workflow, ensuring 
that all decision makers have access to real-time, 
true information from any web browser, making 
mobility  a  reality.  WellTrak™  utilizes  MQTT  
protocol to ensure that all of the data is pushed 
out to corporate business systems and available 
company wide for better workflow and analysis.

WellTrak™ for Oil and Gas
A powerful SQL database solution that simplifies projects and improves internal

communications with real-time data and automated workflows



Real World Benefits
Direct feedback from our clients has shown that replacing 
outdated and manual systems with our automated and 
integrated software, results in boosts to productivity and 
significant cost savings.
 
Whether you're a pipeline operator, a midstream firm, or 
a producer, integrating WellTrak™into your workflow 
offers you a range of benefits including;

Simplifying workflow with real-time data and 
actionable business intelligence
Reducing production accounting after the 30 days
Standardizing automated workflows to increase 
reliability and reduce personnel training time, and 
configuration time
Reducing the time and resources associated with 
data collection and entry into spreadsheets
Enhancing data reliability allowing for repeatability, 
accurate processes that decision makers can sign off 
on with peace of mind
Consolidating enterprise data into a single web 
based dashboard allowing for instant access and 
easy ad-hoc queries for authorized users across the 
organization
Improving collaboration between departments 
improved success
Monitoring and management of events and alarms 
in real-time allows employees to be proactive rather 
than reactive to any impending issues
Augment / Upgrade your SCADA System 

 
Our solutions can be deployed in just weeks, and 
have saved our clients hundreds of thousands of 
dollars from inefficient operations,  data entry 
errors, finicky flow computers, and challenges 
from interconnects.

Our Strength is in the data

Using a Central Data Repository for all data
collection and storage allows us to harmonize
reporting and enhance data analysis. WellTrak™
utilizes MQTT, the leading messaging protocol
for IIoT, the amount of data able to be collected
from the field device is greatly increased,
ensuring all data from all devices the field is
captured. This allows smarter business decisions
that will reduce operating costs, optimize
workflow efficiencies, and improve regulatory

Produc�on Data

WellTrak 1 403-259-7425
www.tinboxsoftware.com



The Challenges
Time and resources spent on inefficient workflows
Incomplete or inaccurate data 
Compliance and reporting challenges
Manual paper and Excel based systems

The Solution: WellTrak™ for Oil and Gas

Get Results

Enhanced real-time reporting and analytical capabilities
Standardized and automated workflows and data
Turn your data into reliable business intelligence
Communicate between devices and applications with the same 
reliable data
Directive 17 compliant
Actionable, timely production and measurement data

Call us at 1 403-259-7425
Or Email us at:

enquiry@tinboxsoftware.com

Contact Us
to learn how
WellTrak™ for Oil and Gas
can service your firm
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